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Iacocca Appearance May Cause Record Attendance
GRADUATION CEREMONY TO RUN LONGER THIAN USUAL
(By Diana ben-Aaron)

A record attendance is expected at MIT's 119th commnencement exercises, which begin at 10 am today in Killian Court. Over 1700 seniors and
graduate students will receive their degrees.
A large

Members of the Class of 1926 entering Trinity Church for the
Baccalaureate Service. (Tech file photo)

FACULTY APPROVES
NEW REGULATIONS
Modifies Chemistry,
Science Distribution Requirements
MILITARY FUNDING TO -BE EXAMiEED
(By Katie-Schwarz). ·

The MIT faculty approved changes in the regulations concerning Institute and departmental
requirements in a meeting on May 15, according
to Professor Arthur C. Smith, chairman of the
faculty.

graduating glass and
the popularity of commencement speaker Lee A. Iacocca,
chairman and chief executive
of Chrysler Corporation, may
combine to add more than 1000
spectators to the 6000 usually
expected for commencement,
according to Dorothy Bowe, a
member of the Commencement
Committee.
The ceremony, which normally lasts until approximately
2 pm, will be longer than usual
this year, according to Bowe.
'"Iacocca has indicated that his
speech will be long, and also
the degree presentation will
take longer," she said.
Over 6500 tickets had been
given out by 5 pm Friday, accrbding to the hNT Informa-.4
.Uin' Offiee. This.is, a higher
number: than usual, an Infar--

mation Office official said. Tickets were still available at 8 am
this morning to graduates who
had not previously picked them
up.

The academic procession,
consisting of dignitaries, faculty, and graduates in academic
robes, will leave duPont Gymnasium at 9:30, am and proceed
down Massachusetts Avenue,
down Memorial Drive, and into
Killian Court. -Mary Frances
Wagley '47, president of the
Alumni Association, will lead
the procession.
Wagley will pick up the fourfoot high gold mace traditionally carried by the president of
the Alumni Association as she

(Continued on page 2)
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NO
RESTBICTIOHS
-FOR
CLAISS
OF
1990

I ment.
The changes, proposed by
Gene M. Brown, head of the
the Committee on -Educational
(By Bern Stanger)
Department of Biology, and
Policy (CEP), will eliminate opThe Committee on UnderMark S. Wrighton, undergradtions for the chemistry reuate curriculum Chaiman of graduate Admissions and Fiquirement, limit the numbr 6fnancial Aid (CUAFA) voted
the Department of Chemistry,
subjects a department can reintroduced the proposal at the Mhay 23 against restricting
quire for the bachelor's degreemembers of the Class of 1990
April meeting.
and modify the Science DistriIntroduction to SolidE-tate from enrolling in the Departbution Requiremen-t. 'Most
Chemistry (3.091) and Princi- ment of Electrical Engineering
changes will take effect begin-.
ples of Chemical Science (5.11) and Computer Science (EECS)
ning with the Cla gof 1990.
are the remaining classes according to CUAFA Chairman
The new regulations were,
which satisfy the chemistry re- Kenneth R. Manning.
adopted by the necessary;
The faculty gave CUAFA the
quirement.
three-fifths majority vote'after,
power last October to impleextensive discussion and some
Number of Required
ment restrictions, if more than
Subjects Limited
opposition, Smith said., 310 sophomores or 1985-6 or
All new policies adopted by
The new regulations specify 270 sophomores for 19867 enthe faculty were proposed ast that departmental programs
rolled in EECS. CUAFA decidleast a month before the meeted then not to restrict the
ing, according to Smith.
(Continued on page 16)
Class of 1989.
The results of a preliminary
Chemistry Options Removed;
ERRATUM .
survey conducted by the UnThe faculty passed a proposdergraduate Academic Support
al to remove Geneval Biology
Office
indicate that approxiDirector of the Office of
(7.01) and Chemica} TherndyCareer Planning and Place-.
mately 29 percent of the Class
namics (5.6*0) as options' for
ment Robert K. Weatherall's.
of 1988 plan to major in
satisfying the, Gqna -lsticornmeivt about job OrsCourse VI. When the results
tute Requirement in Chemistry
pects for graduates with
were released, Manning said
dgrafees from the Departwith little -discussion and no.
that restrictions would not be
ment do Electrical Engineerdissension-* Smith said. The
implemented "d the numbers
ing_ and Computer Science
proposal will afeet dacseh enlook clearly favorable."
-was incorrectly reported in
tering the -Institutte in-and
CUAF*A then decided the numthe Msy- 14 issue rfW. The
after the fail of,1985*
bera were low enough to forego
Tech, du to an editing erAn enlosuwe with te- ea to
restrictions.
ror. Weatherall said-the high.
the April faculty meeting -statEECS, majors comprise 33,
I nufmber of Course VI Brewted that '7.01 and 5'60 were
as- hs~flsaturated the
percent of theb -Glts of 1987
"unrealistic. begianing cour=
dead for, MIT students in 0and 36 percent of the Class dt
ses" and thrat--few sItdents II the finlds.1986.
used them X ,ful&l the reqsirev
·
I
~

enters the court, and hold it on
a stand as the procession files
past her. This is a change from
previous years, when taller
Alumni Association presidents
carried the heavy sceptre
throughout the procession.
"The problem is not weight
so much as balance," Bowe
said. "The staff is top-heavy,
and a lot of people have had
trouble carrying it. The stand
will be used in the future."
David S. Saxon '41, chairman of the MIT Corporation,
will lead the dignitaries in the
academic procession and will
preside at commencement.

Former Congresswoman
Addresses 543 Seniors
at 107th Commencement
TEXT OF SPEECH, PAGE 2
(By Robert E. Malchnman)

Geraldine A. Ferraro stressed the interdependence of nations and the opportunities available
to women in a speech Friday to Wellesley
College's Class of 1985.
I

r

The 1984- Democratic vice
presidential candidate gave the
address, frequently interrupted by applause, at Wellesley's
107th commencement exercises. The college graduated
543 seniors.
. Ferraro made two partisan
---
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(Continued on page 2)
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remarks aimed at the Presi,dent Ronald Reagan. She said
that America's allies "lare unhappy when we move imilaterally, when we impose sanctions
without- consulting them, as
President Reagan recently did
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Ferraro gives Wellesley Commencement speech
Editor's note. The following is the
text of the commencement address,
'New Doors, New Directions. Facing
America's Challenges in a Changing
World," given Fridayby 1984 Demos
cmtic vice presidential nominee Geraldine A. Ferraro at Wellesley College..
Wellesley PresidentNannert 0. Reohane
introduced Ferraro.
Thank you, Dr. Keohane for that
kind introduction. I am very glad to be
here in Wellesley this morning. I must
say, it is wonderful to be in a place that
already has a woman President. I understand that when Wellesley was founded,
one fellow objected that "vigorous
study will prove too strenuous for the
feminine mind and condition." I just
want you to know I ran into a few of
his relatives and they didn't think a
woman could run for a national office,
and I'm glad you and I have proven him
wrong.
But what makes me happy, as I look
out from the podium today, is knowing
that I'm not just looking at a graduating class, I'm looking at part of a return
on my generation's investment in the future. You, like thousands of other
graduates throughout the country, are
the most valuable resource our nation
has. Your years at Wellesley have given
you a voice in our future, and equipped
you for the tasks our nation will face in
the years to come.
The liberal arts training that you have
received is probably the single most important tool our nation can have to help
us face tomorrow. You have acquired
the ability to think. You have learned to
analyze and research. You have learned
to separate fact from fiction, to gather
data and understand what it tells you.
You have met the thinkers who have
built our history and our culture. You
have learned, not just to make a living,
but to make a life.
But I hope that's not all Wellesley
gave you. I hope it also gave you the vision to see beyond yourselves; that
sometime in these past four years,
somewhere between meeting your first
Ask-Me and sitting down to the charnpagne breakfast, you have taken 'the
time to ask the larger questions.
I am confident that Wellesley has
taught you to see yourselves as part of a
larger community Not just as women,
or as Americans, but as global citizens.
If our country is to survive, we can no
longer stand isolated. Today we are entirely interdependent on other nations'
well being. This is true economically,
scientifically, and culturally.
This means new directions for us all,
and new doors opening up. Those of
you graduating today have been raised
as members in a global family. In the
next years, you will have-more knowledge of and more contact with, people
of other nations than any generation in
history. Your lives will be richer for
that. That contact will bring you economic and scientific progress, and exciting cultural discoveries.
It also brings new responsibilities. To
be concerned not just about ourselves,
but about each other.
The problems that will face us tomorrow demand solutions that transcend
our borders and national interests. We
need a long range perspective, one that
looks beyond what will solve today's crisis to what will build tomorrow's society. Nowhere is this wider view more
important than in our nation's foreign

21

policy.

I recently returned from a three-week
trip~to Europe, where I met with several
heads of state. I spoke in detail with defense and finance ministers and foreign
secretaries of our NATO allies. Today I
want to share with you some of what I
found on that trip.
I was encouraged by what I saw
among our NATO allies in Europe. Our
alliance is strong and healthy. We are
working well together, and our friends
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want to continue that.
We are a strong coalition because we
hold strong principles. NATO began as
a union to build and defend the values
that our countries hold in common. Together, we support the ideal of a participatory democracy. We believe in the free
competition of ideas. Above all, we have
a firm commitment to human rights.
Of course we have 'disagreements.
Those Italked with stressed that the
United States must work-to maintain a
partnership of equals. They pointedout
that being friends rneims we must ask
before we act.Theyaireunhappy when
we move unilteraly, when-we impose
sanctions witliut.consultirWgthem, as
President Reajjep recentlydid in Nicaragua. Only,;4y-cooperating fully can we
we all need.
r
get their help foiprograms
They expect to be partners in fact, not
after it - and they am right.
I
to our futureas global citiAs look
zens, I ammost concerned about our
relationship with the Soviet Union, the
issue I considered most i portant in my
campaign. We must haveno illusions in
dealing with them. They are our chief
adversary. Their totalitarian system is
based on values which are repugnant to
us as a free nation
,
But I rernmberreading in the papers
that ccurred betvwen a
intechange
X

Western reporter and a Czechoslovakian
farmer after the Russians invaded that
country. The reporter asked if the Czech
viewed the Soviets as friends or brothers. The farmer didn't hesitate: "Brothers, of course. You choose your
friends."
We are today in the same position as
that farmer. We do not like what the Soviets stand for, and we are opposed to
much of what they do. But we do share
a globe with them. In the years to come,
our challenge is to find areas of common concem, where we can work together to build bridges between our nations. We must learn to cooperate where
we can, and compete where we must: in
the free flow of ideas and the realm of
human rights.
I know we can do better. Last month,
President Reagan went on a trip to Europe to mark the 40th anniversary of
the end of World War 11. His visit to
Bitburg was a sorry and insensitive
slight to all of us who recognize the horrors of that terrible war.
But instead of going to that dark
cemetery, he might have used the opportunity to mark another anniversary. Forty years age last month, Russian and
American soldiers met and shook hands
at the River Elbe. It was a dramatic image of those weary men greeting each
other.
But it also marked the end of our last
great alliance with the Russians. We
missed that anniversary, and we missed,
too, a chance to send the Soviets a positive signal that we want to work at improving relations with their country. The
Soviets are not like us, but neither are
they ten feet tall. Our future demands
more than the will to stand up to the
Soviets: it also demands the wisdom to
sit down with them as well.
The next few months will mark a
crossroads in US-Soviet relations.
Chairman Gorbachev is clearly consolidating his power. He has postponed the
Commurist Party Congress until February, which gives him time to marshal his
forces still further. He will have an opportunity to name additional members
to the Politburo and change fully onethird of the members of the Central
Committee. Those signals are clear: the
Soviet leadership is now in the process
of drawing up a blueprint which will
last five, ten, or fifteen years. That is
the program that will affect us in the
years ahead and we must act now to
shape that policy. Again, we must look
beyond ourselves, beyond our time, into
the- future. We must work with each
other now, or risk confrontation later.
We need that long-range view in our
dealings with all nations. Too often, we
have found ourselves in a position of
having to react - simply because we
didn't hold a vision of the future. The
time has come to ally ourselves, not
with the powers of repression, as we
have done in so many parts of the
globe, but with the ideal of liberation
and empowerment.
It is our duty to become involved in
human rights wherever they are being
violated. As Americans, we have something in common with people everywhere who seek a greater voice in shaping their lives. Americans have always
believed in the principle that nations are
better off when their people are free.
Those are the roots of our country, and
it is what we have always stood for.
Freedom has been the central theme of
our great struggle to become a nation.
We must apply that standard throughout the world, whether we are dealing
with our adversaries like the Soviet
Union or nations -we call friends, like
the Phillipines. America's voice must be
heard calling for human rights wherever
people are oppressed, in Chile, in Haiti,
in Ireland, in Cuba and in South Africa.- We have a moral obligation to speak
out.
Amerca

student

have
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voices
heard very clearly on this issue. It
is tremendously impressive to see young
people speaking out at universities
across the country. I spoke at Hunter
College in New York two days ago,
presiwhere I met their student body
dent. It was a young woman who spearheaded the successful effort to make the
entire City University of New York- system divest its South African holdings.
We have seen such actions at Yale, at
I conlumbia,
and here at Wellesley.
Co
gratulate those of you-here at Welesley
who successfully worked with your
Responsibility to
Committee for Social
urge divestment in companies who refuse to abide by the Sullivan principles,
and I thank you for wearing those white
armbands today.
This is global citizenry at work. When
we expand our actions beyond our own
concerns, we do more than just focus
attention on the problem. People get involved. They learned that when we raise
our voices together, we are heard.
Our moral convictions inspire us to
speak out, but it is also in our national
interest to do so. The United States cannot ally itself with powers of repression
in South Africa; it is clear that majority
rule will come to that country. We cannot interfere with the self-govemance of
our Central American neighbors; it is

clear they will take their own road to
development. Nor can we stay silent
when there are prisoners of conscience
in jails in the Soviet Union, for it is
clear that some day their voices will be
heard.
As we look for new opportunities in
that direction, let me make a suggestion. We will soon have at perfect opportunity to stand up for these principles.
This summer marks the 10-year anniversary of the- signing of the Helsinki Accords. Those accords were a landmark
stand in our fight for human rights in
the Soviet bloc countries. Let's not mass
that anniversary. Let us use it to reaffirm what America has always stood
for: the right of all people to be free. That is the path of our future.
There are new opportunities, too, for
human rights in our own country, and
that was the message of our campaign.
We did not win the election, but we did
win something very important: a victory
of spirit that will help our country face
the future. We broke down an unjust
and unwise barrier. The night he chose
me, Walter Mondale opened a door that
will never again be closed. By putting a
woman on the national ticket, we dedared that the tyranny of expectations
is over.
My campaign was part of a larger
shift in our society, one landmark in an
age ofimportant landmarks for women.
Now we have had the first woman in
space, the first women on the United
States Supreme Court, the first women
on the national ticket of a major party,
the first woman ever to win the 18-day
dog sled race in Alaska, and just last
month, the first woman to be ordained
as a conservative rabbi. Not to mention
the first women's rowing crew in the nation, right here at Wellesley.
Why this breaking of barriers everywhere at once? Because, in my opinion,
there is so much unfortunate history to
break with and repudiate - a history of
unequal treatment and low expectations
for women.
When I was about to go to college,
my uncle said to my mother: 'Don't
bother, Antonetta, she's pretty, she'll get
married." Well, I was . . . and I did. I
am only sorry that he didn't live to see
that niece nominated for the second
highest office in the land.
When I applied to law school, a university official asked if I was "serious"
- because, after all, I was taking a
man's place. Today, no professor would
be caught dead saying that to a female
student. Fitst of all, that professor
could be a woman. In fact, if she were
at Wellesley, you can bet her Department Chair would be a woman. More

important, the greatest achievement of
the women's movement has been to
transform our expectations.
Today, in America, women can be
whatever we want to be. We can walk in
space, and help our children take their
first steps. We can run a corporation
and work as wives and mothers. We can
be doctors and we can teach our sixyear-old children how to bake cookies.
Or we can choose none of these. We
don't have to be superwomen. For the
first 14 years of my marriage, I worked
at home as a mother and wife. That was
a fine profession, and nothing I have
done since has filled me with more pride
and satisfaction. For me, it was the right
thing. Then- I decided to work outside
the home, and that was also the right
decision for me. Not every woman
would agree with my decisions, but the
point is, they were mine - I made them,
for myself. I know that every woman
can take pride in whatever she chooses
to do.
No school understands that pride better than this one. For more than a century, you have made history for women.
For a decade, your Center for Research
on Women has been doing fine work in
areas like education, employment, and
minorities. Only twelve years ago, there
was no law guaranteeing a woman's
right to compete in school athletics.
This fall, Wellesley will dedicate its own
spectacular women's sports complex.
Even the most -sacred Wellesley traditions reflect the new options open to
women: I understand Hoop Rolling now
helps your career, not just your marital
status.
That freedom isn't just good news for
women, it's good news for all Americans. I believe that a nation can only be
great by using all of the talents and ali
of the energy of all of its citizens.
I'm not speaking just to women today. You don't have to be a woman to
be offended by discrimination. Most
men are. Every father is diminished
when his daughter is denied a fair
chance. Every son is a victim when his
mother is denied fair pay. The fact is
that when we lower barriers, when we
open doors, we free all of us to reach
wherever our dreams will take us.
Let me share a letter I received from a Rhode Island woman with two young
daughters, aged four and two. "I
brought my two daughters to a rally in
Providence, because I wanted them to
see you. I wanted them to know what
they could aspire to, that the possibilities for them were limitless, that they
could, if they wanted, be President, and
that being female would not preclude
them from doing or being anything they

chose."
That wass really what our campaign
was all abo out - making America the
best it can Ibe by using the talents of every Americg:an. And that is why, whatever else ha ppened in 1984, I will never
regret the c ampaign. It was a gain, not
just for woimen - it was a plus for all
Americans. We took down that sign that
said 'Men Only' on the door to the
White Hourse. That was more than just
an idea for 1984 - that was an ideal to
carry us to the year 2000 and beyond.
.I spoke inn Seattle two weeks ago, in a
room packe ed with II 50 women. Afterwards, a yoi)unggirl spoke up. She said:
"I'm 17 yeairs old, and when I hear you
list women's' accomplishments in the last
few years, II just wonder what will still
be left for n ny generation to do?" [In response to ag laugh from the audience,
Ferraro the?!n extemporized a remark to
the effet 1A
't it was a good thing no
conservativees were present because the
audience's reaction would have upset
them.1
To me, tthat question symbolized
where we Xrre as women in 1985: we've
made enoul gh progress so that young
women take so many things for granted.
The fact thaat any 17-year old can honestly look aaround her life and wonder
"what's left" is a tribute to a lot-of hard
work.
But we cai n't stop there. We must continrue those 5strides, broadening our horizons and oxur hopes. I remind you of
what I remiinded her: The good is the
enemy of tht e better, and still greater enemy of the best. We talked for a few
minutes aboi ut the Equal Rights Amendment, and iabout comparable pay and
pay equity, aand all the other vital issues
facing us a s women in 1985. I think,
when we finnished, she was relieved to
find that herr generation just might have
one or two Ibattles left to fight.
And that iis my message to you today.
You are frece to rise as high as your
dreams will take you. Your task is to
build the fu ture of this country and of
our world. ' You are our new global citizens. Whateever you do, I remind each
of you that . your potential and possibilities at this juuncture of your lives are absolutely limititiess.
Wellesley Ihas given you: the skills to
make this Mworld a better place. It- has
offered you the vision to make it more
human. For r my part, I wish you the
courage to !stand up for What you believe in. I I know there are new doors
ahead for ou ur country, and I hope we'll
go through them togetlier. With your
help, I look forward to seeing what lies
beyond themr. Congratulations and good
luck.

Ferraro discusses A erican issues
and new opportunities for womoen
I

(Continuedfrompage 1)
in Nicaragua."
The former New York congresswoman also took the president to task for his visit to Bitburg's military cernetary, last
month as "an insensitive slight to
all of us who recognize the horrors ofthat terrible war." Both
comments received applause
from the audience.
The United States missed an
.opportunity to send the Soviet
Union a positive signal by failing
to commemorate the 40th anniversary of the meeting of American and Sovietsoldiers at the
River Elbe, she said.
Ferraro praised young people
who workedto have their schools
withdraw investments from companies which do not adhere to
the Sullivan Principles in South
Africa. She thanked those students wearing white armbands
for demonstrating their support
to that goal.
Nearly half the class, including
an ROTC graduate in uniform,
wore the armbands, but to protest US policy in Central America, not investment in South Africa. "The people wearing
armbands want to show support
for self-determination for the
peoples of Central America,"
said protesting graduate Sarah P.
Mulkern, former editor in chief
Wellesley
and publisher of The
News.
A smaller number of students
wore yellow fowers to show opposition to apartheid. It was not
clear whether those protesters
supported the Sullivan Priniciples,
or objected to South African in-

vestment under any circumstances.
Ferraro declared that there are
"new opportunities, too, for human rights in our own country."
"Today, in America, women
can be whatever we want to be,"
she continued. Not everyone
would agree with the decisions
Ferraro made for her life, 'but
the point is, they were mine - I
made them myself."

Ferraro told of a girl in Seattle
who said to her, 'I'm 17 years
old, and when I hear you list women's accomplishments in the
last few years, I just wonder what
will still be left for my generation
to do."
What is left is to expand on
the gains of this generation, Ferraro said. 'The good is the enemy of the better, and still greater enemy of the best."

Iacocca's speech will be long;
its content was not disclosed
page 1)
(Continuedfrom
MIT Provost Francis E. Low will
lead the deans of schools, and
Professor Judith T. Kildow will
lead the faculty. Dean for Student Affairs Shirley M. McBay
the graduating students.
will lead
Rabbi Daniel Shevitz, MIT Religious Counselor, will present
the invocation at the beginning of
the ceremony.
Iacocca's address is scheduled
to begin at approximately 10:35
am. He has not indicated what
his topic will be and does not
plan to release copies of his
speech, according to the MIT
News Offfce.
Iacocca is the fourth outside
speaker at an MIT commencement
since 1963. The president of
the Institute delivered the commencement address at the intervening 18 commencements.
Iaccocca's speech,
Following
Inge Gedo, president of the Class
will present the Class
of 1 985,
E. Gray
Paul
President
Gift to
'54. Gray will then address. the
graduates briefly.

After the speeches, Gray will
confer degrees on each graduating student while the deans of
their respective schools read their
names. Few other schools of
MIT's size present degrees to
each graduate individually in one
large ceremony.
MIT commencements have
been held in Killian Court since
1979. Previous commencement
sites included MIT's Rockwell
Cage, Symphony Hall, and Trinity Church.
The foul-weather location for
the ceremony is the New Athletic
Center, but storms have not driven MIT's commencement indoors
in the 7 years it has been held
outdoors. Advance weather forecasts indicated a clear day today,
Bowe said.
Receptions for graduating seniors and "their families will be
held following Commencement.
The reception for-the School of
Engineeding will be held in duPont Court outside Building 1,
and the receptions for all other
schools will be held in Lowell
Court outside Building 2.
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World
Schultz says Hussein talks will foster peace - Secretary of State
George P. Shultz PhD '49 said his talks with King Hussein of Jordan
last week were likely to help the Middle East peacemaking process.
The next step would be a meeting between the United States and a
Jordon-Palestinian delegation, Shultz said, adding that there is now
motion towards negotiations between Jordon and Israel.
Reagan stands fast on Geneva talks compromises - President Ronald
W. Reagan told-arms negotiators to remain inflexible until the Soviets
show some flexibility in their position. Soviet officials in Washington
said the Soviet Union will probably respond with more specific proposals at the next round of arms talks.

Wanted !
Hardwar6/Software Engineer for design position in young, fastgrowing Cambridge-based company. Applicants must have willingness to innovate and apply a wide assortment of technical
knowledge toward the creation of exciting new microcomputer
products. Familiarity with current trends in the personal computer market-is recommended, but not required. We welcome
applicants with expertise in such fields as Graphics, LANs, Al, Distributed Processing and, who feel they can successfully apply
state-of-the-art technology to the personal computer market.
General Computer Company is a rapidly-expanding firm specializing in hardware and software products for micros (in particular
the Apple Macintosh '").
Please send resume to: Professional Employment, General
Computer Company, 215 First Stret, Cambringe, MA 02142 An
Equ Opportunity Empbyer.

Nation
Long-distance users will be assigned companies - Long-distance callers who do not choose a long-distance carrier company will be assigned one as a result of a Federal Communications Commission order. Local telephone companies will allocate the long-distance
companies among the 75 million users affected.
Tornadoes kill 85 - Several tornadoes ripped through Ohio, Pennsylvania, Western New York and Ontario Saturday, killing at least 85
people. Northern Pennsylvania suffered the worst damage. The
American Red Cross said it is sheltering 1000 victims in the three
states.
Espionage charges have reached a peak - Eleven people are accused
of spying against the United States, more than ever before, according
to federal officials. Federal officials and intelligence officers cited better
enforcement and greater Soviet spy operations here for the increase.

GENRJAL COMPUTER
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Celtics lose to Lakers - The Los Angeles Lakers defeated the Celtics
yesterday at the Los Angeles Forum. The Lakers now lead the Celtics
two games to one in the National Basketball Association Championship Series. Game Four of the best-of-seven series will be played
Wednesday night in Los Angeles.
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Hot item: 1700 degrees today - Temperatures for graduation will be
high in the mid 70s with partly sunny skies. Skies will be fair tomorrow and Wednesday with a chance of showers Thursday.
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The Education of a
College President
A Memoir

A Century of Electrical
Engineering and Computer
Science at MIVT, 1882-1982

James R. Killian, Jr.

Karl Wildes and Nilo Lindgren

"The Education of a College President provides the most comprehensive account of
the development of the Institute during the
past 50 years that one can now find. In so
doing it also explains a lot about the various novel energies that were coursing
through most universities at the time. It
should be very useful, therefore. to all those
whose principal concern is the life of such
Institutions and who are now asking themselves how to order their further developrnent." -Elting E. Morison

To a remarkable extent, this chronicle of
change and growth at a single institution is
a capsule history of the discipline and profession of electrical engineering as it developed worldwide. The book's text and
many photographs introduce readers to
such renowned teachers and researchers
as Vannevar Bush, Harold Hazen, Edward
Bowles. Gordon Brown, Harold Edgerton.
Ernst Guillemin, Arthur von Hippel, and
Jay Forrester, and their pioneering contributions to the field.
S15.00 cloth, 160 illustrations, 480 pages

Killian himself played a major role in bringing about many significant changes in the
Institute's focus and direction during his
sixty years tenure at MIT. In his memoir, he
shows how MIT grew from an engineering school into a research university of a
unique kind, with a new focus on developing better links between the "two cultures"
of science and the humanities.
S19.95 cloth, 60 illustrations, 48 I pages

published by|IThe MIT Press

available at fine bookstores and
A

The MIT Press Bookstore
Kendall Square * 292 Main Street * Cambridge
253-5249 * MIT Bldgg E-38
visa/mc phone or mail orders welcome

open: m-f 9-6, sat 10-5
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Column/Diana ben-Aaron

Success means much more than an MIT degree
I've complained about a lot of
things on these pages. I've
bitched about tuition, frivolous
class gifts, ineffectual student
government, bad libraries, worthless course evaluation guides, suicide. But not today. Today
should be a time for celebration,
so I'd like to teli you some success stories.
I could tell you some success
stories about people who graduated a year ago, people you probably won't read about in the
I -L

r
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alumni news among all the "Joe
Tool is working for Monolithic
Computrex in Gallium Arsenide
Countyr, hang gliding on weekends, and says a big hello to all
'85s' entries.
Steve is joining the Peace
Corps at the end of the year. He's
looking for work as a chef ("I'm
auditioning by cooking appetizers') to tide him over until he
leaves to teach science in Frenchspeaking Africa. Lisa is still following the Grateful Dead.
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Trish is at Harvard Graduate
School of Education, "finding
out that a lot of my intuitions
about education were right. At
MIT they always concentrated on
the content and not on what the
process did to you. Also, when I
left MIT, my self-confidence was
way down. I thought, 'Who'd
want to hire me?' Now I know
there are lots of things I can do
and even if it takes me a few
years to work things out, it'll be
all right."
I could tell you some success
stories about people who are
graduating today. Jeff survived
cancer as well as MIT. Jennifer
cheerfully commuted from her
parent's house in a Boston suburb for four years - a serious
handicap here, because an allnight review session with friends
or an all-night siege in the terminal room often means the difference between passing and failing
a course.
Donald is going to work for a
company, but once he has paid
back his loans he plans to join
the Peace Corps "as a reward,"
and then he wants to be a teacher. I could fill up the whole paper
like this, because everyone who is
graduating today is a success story. But the editors won't let me
fill up the whole paper, so I'm

only going to tell you one more:
I didn't know Marie (I've
changed her name) very well. I
still don't. She was in a few of
my roommate's classes freshman
years they used to do their chemistry homework together sometimes. She was very quiet, vey
shy.
After my roommate moved
out, I lost track of Marie without
noticing it. Two years later, it occurred to me to wonder what had
happened to her. Soon afterward
I saw her twice in Central
Square. She was pushing a baby
stroller.. ith a baby in it. It appeared to be hers.
The next term, Marie was in a
large lecture class of mine. One
day there was a review session,
and she turned up with her baby.
She took notes with one hand
and tried to quiet him with the
other. He wasn't crying, just
practicing talking, saying "Look,
Mama," and he hadn't learned to
keep his voice down yet.
The class was not amused. Marie asked a question, but she
couldn't hear the answer over the
cries. Finally she took the child
and left so everyone else could
hear the rest of the session.
'Marie was very naive when
she came here," one of her freshman roommates said. "She decid-

ed to get married and keep the
baby - her choice - and she
took part of a term off to have it;
she only took two courses that
term. But she is graduating. On
time. With -both her degrees.

"Her husband is in medical
school in New York," she continued. "He wanted her to transfer
to Columbia but her friends up
here persuaded her to finish here
because she has a support system
here, and she knows she can get
day care. When she graduates she
will join her husband and work

Today's graduates, like others
past and future, will be bombarded with a plethora of platitudes, an onslaught of observations and an agglomeration of
advice. If one chooses to ponder
but one deep thought this day,
perhaps the best one concerns the
philosophy of the technology so
many of today's graduates will
study, create and use.
Technology is neither good nor
bad, as some technocrats and
Luddites might have you believe.
Technology is a tool, a means toward an end.
What that end shall be remains
open to determination, and
therein lie the potential problems. The American system of
government, though the best one
around, is notoriously inefficient..
A poorly informed public elects
representatives to make decisions
for them. The most important
decisions of the future will regard
the uses of new technologies.
The solution does not lie in a
technocracy. Concentration of
the power among the few -even
the best-educated few -leads inevitably to abuse and statism. We
must instead follow two courses
of action to ensure the proper
implementation of technology.
The long-term course is education. A scientifically knowledgeable public will more likely elect
scientifically knowledgeable representatives. The Unlited States
has a long way to go, however,
even in the basic education of its
citizens. One cannot consider the
efficacy of the Strategic Defense
Initiative if one cannot read so

much as a Star Wars comic book.
The government's greatest domestic priority, after food and
shelter, should be education. Two
immediate improvements would
be to raise teacher salaries significantly and to remove all economic bars to higher education. Government -and the taxpayer can make no better investment
than in the public's education.
Conversely, scientists must realize they do not five in a bubble.
They -we
- must learn and
adopt ethical approaches to their
work. A technical education

is onl

a means

The
lies in

or not, we are the new
elite. In an increasingly technologically oriented society, the creators and managers of that technology
assume
a
prime

Then someone else will make
the decisions, just as someone
else decided to drop the Bomb on

(Please turn to page 5)

Column/Scott i. Chase

Valedictory address by
one contented graduate
At the freshman picnic in September -1981, President Gray told
us to look around at our fellow
classmates: We would not. assemble as a class again until graduation. When I look around today,
where once there were a thousand

The physical environment has
changed. We have seen the dedi-cation of 500 Memorial Drive

(a.k.a. "Next House') and the
new Athletic Center. We have
seen the construction of G~reen
House, uh, I mean Hall (a.k.a.
'Sick House'), the EG&G Building (a.k.a. "Egg Building"), the
Arts and Media Technology
Building (a. k.a. "The Bathroom"), the Whitaker Medical
Building, the Whitehead Institute
for Biomedical Studies, and the
new Amherst Alley.
The educational environment
has also changed. 'New
degree
options exist in physics, mathematics, management, cognitive
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there is also ProAthena.
Attitudes
are
changing quickly. Was your education better for each of these
changes? Perhaps so. But the
votes aren't all in yet.
The social environment differs

In looking back upon our time
at MIT, I have discovered that
many things have changed over
the last four years.

I
w-

most forgot

In the fall I will attend the
University of California at Berkeley. The fact that I will be about
as far from MIT as one can rea-

is time to

i

ments for prerequisites (a D by
any other name is still an F), and
we finally have a dean for undergraduate education. Oh yes, I alject

and am sorry that it
move ons.

s
0
m
m
0

science and more. We now have
hidden grades, grade. require-

faces, there are now a thousand
compatriots, and many dear
friends.

sonably expect to be is purely a
coincidence. MIT is a great place
to be, in spite of the famed "firehose effect." I am glad I was here

e

m

"Marie would never have been
my candidate for Superwoman
freshman year," her roommate
concluded, "but she is now."
If we can beat odds like that,
we can do anything. Congratulations, everyone.

We can, of course, duck that
responsibility We can get caught
up by the beauty-of the process,
by the thrill of creation, by the
glamour of a new technology.

like it

e

I

"When she was a freshman,
Marie didn't work very efficiently,' her roommate -said. "She
would get up in the early morning to do extra work, but it didn't
seem to be helping her. Though
she always knew she wanted to
double-major, and she had a
UROP from Day One, she
seemed to have a lot of trouble at
first.

importance.

second course of. action
our hands. Whether we

M
m

Jersey.

without

a philosophical one is
like giving a blind man a driver's
license.

m

for an engineering firm in New

ColumnlRobert E. Malchman

Tec no og

m--

drastically from when we showed
up four years ago. Who would
have envisioned a committee that

screened movies to see whether
they met "community standards'? Or needing to have a
four-hour bartending course given by the Dlean's Office before being certified to serve wine at a social function? Or parties being
closed down at I am because the
Campus Police don't want to deal
with the possibilities of problems
that might arise after that? Or
the suggestion that tutors be required to turn in students who
confide drug or alcohol problems
to them?
I want to make it clear that I
realize
everyone
is
wellintentioned. I don't envision
Dean McBay and Vice President
Simonides sitting around deciding the best way to alienate and
frustrate -members of the MIT
community.
Many -of the
changes, such as I am party shutdown, are responses to Cambridge laws. But students are los-

(Please turn to page S)
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Column/Ben Staner

The Tech editorial-can stand alone
Assistant Professor of Management John Parsons's May 10 letter accused the editors of The
Tech of a "self-righteous call for
students and others at MIT to become more informed without
being informed themselves.
Although this observation is
correct to a certain extent, I read
a deeper message in the editorial
board's opinion.
Opponents of apartheid demonstrated in front of the Student
Center on April 24. Following the
rally, the protesters walked to the
the office of President 'PauI E.
Gray '54 and made an effort to
see him. They were unruly and
loud - part of an effective public protest.
When Gray came out to speak
to them, however, their mood did
not change to hear his position.
The protestors became accusatory and downright rude. Gray
tried to say he could only speak
for MIT and himself not the
MIT Corporation.
University presidents at other
schools refused to talk to antiapartheid demonstrators. At Columbia, President Michael I. Sovern talked to leaders of the
blockade of Hamilton Hall only
after two hunger strikers had
been hospitalized.
The editors of The Tech were
trying to show that there are limits beyond which protestors cannot go if they desire changes in
large social structures. The limits
are not of passion, zeal or morality; they are limits of manners.
The only way MIT's investment
policy will change is if pressure is

placed on the MIT Corporation.
President Gray is perhaps the
best single source for this kind of
pressure, if he is inclined to argue
for a cause.
Gray said MIT is not likely to
withdraw its investments in corporations with operations in
South Africa, because MIT's investments do not strengthen the
South African government. Before he even spoke to the protesters, however, one, student proclaimed, "[Gray) will gladly lie if
it will defuse student activism on
campus."
The main point of the Tech
editorial was that change will not
be effected with this inability to
communicate.
I believe the editorial board
wanted to make a statement
which would redirect the course
of protests at MIT. The best way
to protest injustice is to convince
the target - the MIT Corporation, in this case - of the improprieties in its policies. Before any
debate can occur, however, both
sides must be prepared with a
thorough familiarity with the issue on both sides, not just their
own.

When the editorial called for
students to inform themselves
about divestment, it was because
the board considered ignorance
the main source of the childish
confrontation.

Parsons correctly pointed out
that the duty of The Tech is to
provide this information. The
editorial, however, was as much a

call to the editors of The Tech to
become informed as it was a call

to the student body. The editorial
was printed a few weeks before
the end of the term and, in effect,
offered a topic for summer reading and inquiry. I hope the staff
and editors of The Tech will use
this time to inform themselves so
that future reporting and commentary on the subject will be
better founded.
The issue of South African
apartheid has been around for a
long time, but recently it has become a "burning issue," in Parsons words, on campuses across
the country. The Tech is aware
that the issue has been studied
for a, long time. The Dean's Office may sponsor seminars in the
fall to help educate the community. I encourage Professor Parsons
to participate in their planning.
I do not believe it was withl the
spirit of "carping at those" who
are discussing the apartheid issue
that the editorial was written. Its
purpose was rather to ameliorate
the conditions under which the
discussions and protests take
place. We all seek an end to
apartheid and wish for fruitful,
not childish, talkes with the administration.
Perhaps it was "self-righteous"
to tell students to inform themselves, as Parsons charges. It will
take some time for The Tech to
fully cover all the facets of a very
broad issue like apartheid. In
spite of this lack of information,
the points made in the editorial
were important enough to stand
on their own.

Four years have seen many changes
(Continuedfirom page 4)
ing their faith in the Dean's
office. There is a feeling that the
administration has not played

proof of our education would be
to bring our society out of an age
of injustice and threat of nuclear
war.

fair.

-lacodcca-is a bad model
for use of technology

Most importantly, people have
changed. When I first came to
MIT I was sure that I hid the
world in my hip pocket, I was
confident that. 1-would make
friends, get -As in all my classes'
and have a great time at school.w I
wasn't scared'a bit when-we gathered in Killian Court for the
Freshman Picnic.
It's four years later. I'm going
to start over again at graduate
school. And I'm scared to death.
I'm not so sure I will pass all of
my courses, not so sure that I'll
find a good thesis advisor, and
not so sure that I won't spend
four years alone in my apartment
wishing I had a close friend.
It has been a sobering four
years. Emotional changes have
come along with intellectual
changes every step of the way.
My charge to the graduating
Class of 1985 is to take hold of
the future and shape it into your
vision of a better world. Many ofYou will find yourselves at the
helm of large corporations or
universities. You will have the opportunity to work for social
change. Use it well.
I'm sure that I-speak for everyone when I thank all of the faculty and staff of the 'Institute for
their deep jcommitment to our
education. Whether we have
learned the most important lessons has yet to be seen. The best

- Finally, to the members of the

Class of 1985: I wish you all
much health, good fortune, and
peace.

would cost less to settle the law
(Continuedfrom page 4)
Hiroshima, to build the interstate suits arising from the design flaw
highway system, and to permit or by people injured in the explo*deny human euthanasia. These sions - or by their estates, than
decisions may have been good or it would to repair the vehicles.
I don't know the extent of
bad, but the people who made
culpability in this case.
Iacocca's
technologically
not
'them were
position was
His
hierarchical
knowledgeable.Pinto diviover
the
somewhere
future
Who shall decide about
I don't
over
how
far
sion, but
weapons systems, genetic engiknow.
neering, or an economically effiIt seems possible, at the very
cient robot technology that releast, that he was aware of the
places human workers?
We must consider the potential problem. We do know he did
effects of the technologies we will nothing about it. That alone
.create. We must make scientific would make him an offensive
and business decisions that may choice for commencement speakbe unfavorable to us, but that er. Iacocca embodies technological materialism at the expense of
will benefit the public.An example of a good business human beings. His is not the
decision, but a bad public deci- proper model for MIT graduates.
Whoever did make the Pinto
sion, was made by the Ford Modeserves to be execrated.
decision
1970s.
the
during
- tor Company
in'that process, an
Somewhere
A.
Lee
speaker
Commencement
Iacocca worked for Ford at the engineer did not blow the whistle.
time. Engineers there discovered He abdicated his responsibility
with calanitous results.
a design flaw in the Pinto model.
We will have the power to adIts gasoline tank had a tendency
affect people's lives. We
versely
to explode from rear-end colliconsider our accarefully
must
sions.
before allowcreations
*tions
and
alto
attached
Some real cost
them. To
to
implement
others
ing
tering the design. Ford managers
cowardly
is
both
otherwise
do
calculated that cost. It was exand
reckless.
tremely high. They estimated it

Editorials, marked as such and printed in a distinctive format, are the official opinion of
The Tech. They are written by the Editorial Board, which consists of the chairman, editor
in 6hief, managing editor, executive editor, news editors, and opinion editors.
Columns,and editorialcartoons are written by individuals and represent the opinion of

the author, not necessarily that of the newspaper.

Letters to the Editor are welcome. They should be addressed to The Tech, PO Box 29,
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- Coiumn/Arthur Lee

No regrets over
errors gone by
I have no regrets.
No. None whatsoever. Life is
too short to dwell on past mistakes. I will just try to not make
them again. That's all. I have
done what I could here. Won
some. Lost some.
I have learned some things
about chemical engineering here,
but I have also learned many other things that can only be catego-

rized as "Life's Experience."
Writing was another thing that I
picked up here. Not picked up
too well, mind you, jlust reasonably well. In fact, I have come to
enjoy putting words together on
paper. Among other things, they
have the power to amuse, to sadden, to create, to destroy, and,
also, to bore. Like right now.
So let me get to the point.
Where do we go from here?
What do you want to do with
your life? (I want to rock!) Recently, my good buddies Mr. Foo,
Mr. Lam, Horlo, and I had just
such a discussion. Wee came to
one general conclusion. For most
people, the short term goals are
always pretty much set. But the
exact long term plans are, by
their very nature, never clear. I
know what I will be doing next
year. My friends know what they
will be doing. You and your
friends do, too. But do you know
what will make you happy ten

years from now? Twenty years?
I have no answer to that myself. But I do know the following
Bob Seger song. Read some of
the lyrics:
Stood alone on a mountain top
Staring out at the Great Divide.
I could go East. I could go
West.
1t was all up to me to decide.
Just then I saw a young hawk
flyin I
And my soul began to rise.
And pretty soon

My heart was singin'
Roll me away. I wanna roll me
away.
Roll me away into the night.
Gotta keep searchin' gotta
keep ridtin'
Till Ifind what is right. ..
The open-road imagery may be
too romantic; the Harley-Davidson idealism is perhaps too easy.
But with proper caution, they
can be words to live by. Keep
looking until you find that which
is right for you. Keep searching
for that elusive truth in your specialty and in people. Remember
this plagiarized saying that the
other Institute has printed on
their T-shirts: "The truth shall
set you free." Go and be free.
Congratulations and perhaps
we will meet again in Pasadena.

" J
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Apartheid protests will include
armbands and pickets today
To the Editor:
On this commencement day,
guests to the Institute may be
curious about the various forms
of anti-apartheid protest that are
in show.
The red armbands being worn
today by many graduates and the
picket at the entrance to Killian
Court reflects the student and
community support for the South
African people's struggle against
the oppression of Apartheid.
More than 600 MIT students,
faculty, and staff have already
signed a petition calling for
MIT's divestment. Divestment
would require the withdrawal of
all Institute funds now invested
in companies that do business
with the racist government of
South Africa.
These actions are the latest in a
series of efforts to educate the
community of MIT's supportive
ties with the apartheid government of South Africa. The first
rally was held on April 24 in solidarity with universities nationwide to support the South Afri-

can people's struggle. On May 13
the coalition held a second protest and listened to a member of
the South African National Congress speak on the need for
American divestment. He emphasized that because of MIT's prestige its decision to divest would
command international attention
and would be a strong signal to
the struggling people of South
Africa. He also offered to assist
the Institute in locating financial
guidance so that divestment
would involve no financial burden.
We realize that persuading
MIT to divest is an ambitious
goal. Yet is is a goal that the
black leaders of South 'Africa

have asked us to pursue. As Bishop Desmond Tutu, the Nobel
Peace Laureate, has said, 'We
ask our friends to apply economic pressure.... Our last chance
for peaceful change lies in the international community applying
political, diplomatic, and especially economic pressure....
Any black leader who calls for
economic sanctions is already
guilty of treason under the Terrorism Act and subject to five
years in prison for death. We
have said as much as we can possibly say. We hope we have reasonably intelligent friends overseas who will know what we are
saying."

To those who feel that these
actions are inappropriate at a
noteworthy occasion like commencement, we would like to answer that this is the only humanitarian alternative. We have
pointed to the evil of apartheid.
We have shown that American
corporate ties to the apartheid regime only strengthen this evil. We
have brought a representative of
the victims of apartheid to the
steps of this institution and he
has reaffirmed the need for MIT's
divestment from the supporters
of this evil. We have gathered
hundreds of signatures in support
of this position. We have even
pointed out that divestment is
not likely to cost MIT one cent.
In response, there has been no
answer to our arguments. The
administration has unequivocally
declared its refusal to divest.
Paul Gray has stated that even if
the vast majority of people in the
MIT community were to state
their support for divestment, he
would not represent our position
to the corporation as a viable op6
(Pkase turn to page6
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Concerns over MIT'sinvolveentIIn SDI
Editor's note: The Tech received a copy of the following letter, which also appeared in Tech
Talk May 29.
To the Editor:
I would like to repeat and amnplify some of the remarks I made
at the May 15 faculty meeting in
response to the letter by Robin
Wagner G. el al. IFeedback, May
14].
The letter suggests that Institute officials have "tried to prohibit faculty from publicly voicing objections to the Strategic
Defense Initiative (SDI) program
if they mention their Institute affiliation." In addition, a petition
circulating on campus asks signatories to affirm that they "have
learned that the MIT Administration has discouraged faculty who
have reservations about SDI from
expressing their views publicly as
an MIT professor (sic)." The petition then goes on to ask the MIT
Administration to reverse itself
on that position.
The MIT Administration has
never taken such a position. On
the contrary, it has always insisted on the right of faculty members and staff members to express
their views on any subject together with their institutional affiliation. It, of course, expects those
who: do so to make it clear, if
there is any doubt, that they are
not speaking for MIT but are
speaking as individuals.
The letter of Wagner et aL. also
lists a number of concerns which
I share, some of which I will list
and will- discuss below. These
concerns are not qualitatively different from ones with which we
have had to deal'in the past, but

Editor's note:- The Tech was
that such an open discussion
would be useful and should take sent the following response to
place. As the letter suggests, Low's letter.
these issues will certainly be exgram.
To the Editor:
plored by the committee that was
We greatly appreciate the
1. MIT researchers might inadrecently formed to examine. the prompt and thoughtful reply of
vertently commit themselves unimpact of military funding at Provost Francis E. Low to our
der this program to projects
MIT. In addition, the Technology previous letter to The Tech, in
which later become classified or
and Culture Seminar, which has which we expressed our concern
have other contractual restricbeen funded by the Office of the over the political manipulation of
tions on publication or access
Provost, has decided to present a MIT by the Strategic Defense Iniplaced on them. This is a real
series of meetings and discussions tiative (SDI) program. We would
concern. However, we have now
in the Fall term on several aspects like to respond to his comments.
ongoing programs that have been
of SDI. Sessions are planned
and others that may become tarFirst,- however, we wish to cordealing with the technical feasi- rect a statement made in our pregets for the imposition of various
bility of SDI, its political and vious letter and in the initial verkinds of restrictions. In each
economic implications, and its sion of the MIT/SDI petition
case, with help from concerned
impact on academic research in which we circulated. Contrary to
faculty members, as well as from
general and on MIT in particular.
sympathetic officials. in Washing-,
3. SDI has a narrower goal These sessions will provide an op- the impression given in that letter
ton, we have been able to avoid
and petition, Institute officials
any such imposition, and we will than other DOD projects. Thus, portunity for members of this
have not tried to- prohibit faculty
work in the future to do the SDI is likely to fund research at community to listen to discusfrom speaking publicly on the
same. Should an SDI project MIT in a narrowerrange of disci- sions of various issues and to
SDI program. Rather, there was
have such restrictions, we will not plines. The number of research comment on them. These sesopportunities in SDI-related sions, however, should not be ex- faculty discussion on public disaccept it. Should one acquire
closure (alluded to in our presuch restrictions after we have ac- areas will probably increase at pected to result in an MIT insti- vious letter) which included amthe expense of "'irrelevant" fields. tutional position.
cepted it, we will withdraw from
biguous statements. These
This is true, but not only for the
it.
Francis
E.
Low
ambiguities led some to question
SDI program. It also holds true
Provost
2. If the Department of De- whenever funding is transferred
(Please turn to page 13)
--Sense (DOD) trans~fers areas of into a highly mission oriented
research in which MIT is in- program. A further problem not
volved to the SDI program, MIT discussed in the Wagner et al. letresearchers will undoubtedly ap- ter is the instability associated
ply to the program for support, with such funding. Politically
or even find themselves automati- motivated, mission oriented procally transferredinto it. MIT will grams can have a meteoric rise
then be put in the position of ap- followed by a precipitous fall.
pearing to support the program. Recent examples are the solar enOur position on this is the fol- ergy and the synthetic fuels prolowing: The same tradition of grams of the Department of EnSigning copies of his latest book on Thursclay,
academic freedom that permits ergy.
come with special force because
of the controvertial nature and
public awareness of the SDI pro-

tion or on access, and are appropriate projects for the university.
Within very broad limits, the
source of funding has not been
used as a criterion for acceptance
of a contract by MIT. To do otherwise would amount to applying
a political test to MIT research
projects. The step from that to
applying similar tests to appointments and promotions is not
large. We must make it clear that
our acceptance of research under
the SDI program is based on our
tradition of faculty initiated research, and in no way contitutes
an institutional position on the
SDI program.

-7~~~~--

ome meet
James R.Killian, Jr.

professors to take public positions on public issues also permits them to work on research
projects of their choice, provided
that the projects carry no contractual restrictions on publica-

June 6th between 2 and 3pm at the Tech Ccop

4. The Wagner et al. letter calls

for a thorough discussion fo the
SDI program and its implications
for academic research in general
and on MIT in particular.I agree

Report on Craft's lecture was biased

I.

41

-1

j

To the Editor:
As an MIT secretary who attended the Nikki CraFt presentation on April 24th, I was dismayed and ultimately confused
by the review which appeared in
The Tech ["Craft claims a need
exists for civil disobedience in the
women's movement," May 3].
Since Craft began' her lecture
with a dedication to her sister,
who committed suicide at the age
of twenty-two because she felt
that she had "nothing to contribute to society," that she was "cute
now" but once her looks faded
she would have no reason -tocontinue living, Craft's subsequent
remarks must be viewed in relation to her reasons for presenting
them. Any society which values
women on the basis of their
physical appearance is one worth
changing. It is for this reason
that Ms. Craft sees civil disobedience as a vital means of expressing feminist concerns.
My initial disappointment in
the Tech article stemmed from
reporter Harold A. Stern's failure
to discuss Nikki Craft's words in
the context she created for them.
The disappointment turned to
dismay as I continued reading
and realized that he had taken
most of her other points out of
context as well. At first I thought
that this was due simply to poor
writing, bad reporting, lack of
sensitivity to subject matter or inability to conceptualize what the
speaker-was talking about. When
I began to examine the structure
of Stern's article, however, I had
to question his motives.
Why, for example, did he

choose to head the list of activist
groups formed by Ms. Craft with
Wbmen Armid for Self Protec"A small group.of women
emitted to becoming ronficient

ton:

in the use of various weapons,
who called for immediate and
drastic retaliation against rapists
by their victims," which was a
minor part of her talk, and ignore her creation of the "Myth
California Pageant' and other
topics which she discussed at
length? The "Myth California
Pageant," which features a float
consisting of 120 ceramic barbiedoll figures wearing banners
across their chests with their
names on them ("miss Informed," "Miss Guided," "Miss
Ogynist," etc.), reveals Ms. Craft
as the person she truly is, namely
an activist-artist whose art form
is creative, reasoned and often
humorous protest. Why then did
Stern decide to strike an alarmist
chord at the outset of his article?
Why also did he choose to
omit the fact that images of
women hanging from trees and
dashed against rocks in Penthouse were of Asian women? Because he didn't want to suggest
that Bob Guccione is as Craft
presented him - an amoral,
anti-humanistic racist who is willing to pronote images of hatred

in order to make a fast buck for
himself?
The result was an incomplete,
disjointed, poorly-written and
distorted review Of the Nikki
Craft lecture, and this is where
my dismay turned to confusion.
Was Stern trying to trivialize
what Craft had to say in order to
present her as another rabid
feminist, foaming at the mouth
humnorlessly about concerns
which don't interest anyone, least
of all Mr. Stern? That's certainly
the impression I got.
Nikki Craft may not have
turned me into a criminal (a remark which would have been recognized as part jest by anyone
who attended the lecture), but
she certainly has turned me into a
more cautious reader of The
Tech. The editors and reporters
ought to realize the importance
of credibility to any newspaper
which hopes to be effective in
formulating opinion and promoting an open discussion of issues
in a community as intellectually
smug as MIT.
Lisa Yaffee
Secretary

James R. Killian, Jr. has been associated with
MV.l.T. for sixty years, from student to chairman of
the Corporation. His' memoirs chronile -M..T.'s
growth from a distinguished engineering school
to a research university incorporating a School
of Humanities, Social Science and Management.
In addition to making M.l.T. one of our most
prestigious universities, he was our nation's first
presidential science advisor when NASA was
created and helped to estabish our system of
public broadcasting.

Socially responsible policy is
demanded by demonstrators
(Continued from page 5)
tion. The ultimate decision to divest Res with the corporation and
though we may be 6W00 strong,
we have no voice.
Therefore we take our cause to
the people. We call upon alumni,
parents, students, faculty and
staff to let your voice be heard.
Do not feel embarrassed to express your freedoms in an effort
to win the freedom of others.
Stand up and march in our picket. Come to the coalition mectings. Organize to change MIT's

M.l.T. Press, hardcover
19.95

policy. Work to end apartheid.
As seniors, many of us feel
very strongly about this issue. At
a time that is for most the last
chance to evoke some change in
the Institute, we would hope to
replace the inhumane, shortsighted views of the administration with long lasting guidelines
for socially responsible policy
making. We ask that anyone who
supports these ideals join us in
our efforts.
Julian Joseph '85
Steve Penn '85
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rtion arglumentTo the Editor:
In a letter published in The
Tech ["Argument that an abortion is murder," May 101, Mr.
Roberts expresses disappointment
in my letter on abortion 1"Silent
Scream: the issues and Aalogies
of abortion debate," May 3]. It
seems to me that his reaction is
largely the result of a series of
misunderstandings.
Mr. Roberts seems to- think
that my reference to medical difficulties was an invitation to treat
all possible or conceivable cases;
in fact I sought merely to show
that Mrs. Elliot was by no. means
confronted with all the "hard cases" (her phrase, not mine). I am,
not sure why Mr. Roberts thinks

that I am confused about medical
difficulties or that I had forgotten
the only such case discussed at
the screening of 'Silent Scream."
Mr. Roberts suggests that if
abortion should be legal to make
it safer, then so should murder.
This might be reasonable if there
were the same degree of certainty
about the need to prohibit these
activities, but there is not.
Mr. Roberts rightly remarked
that the correctness of Roe vs.
Wade depends on whether abortion is murder, but wrongly stated that I missed this point. In
fact I noted that one of Mirs. Elliot's objects was to show that
abortion is murder, and devoted
a large part of my letter to argu-

To the Editor:
While most of Kevin Dickens's
column [May 101 is too ridiculous
to merit response, we would like
to clarify one of its many gross
inaccuracies.' ProFernina never
sponsored lesbian porn movies.
We were the campus sponsor for
a group who showed two lesbian
movies. The dates for their showing were planned independently
of the Lecture Series Committee

(I,SC)

porn movie, and the mov-

ies were not intended as a protest
of the LSC movie. Many people,
including Dickens and a Tech junior muckraker, immediately assumed that the movies were pornographic, because they were
about lesbians. Actually, if they
had been rated, they barely
would have been explicit enough
to merit a PG.
It is illuminating that several
people instantly concluded that a
movie about lesbians must be
pornographic. Apparently these
people know nothing about lesbians, except, perhaps, what
they've "learned" from pornography. Dickens did, h1owever,
seem-to know that. "most of the
outspoken feminists are lesbians." With his logic, it's surprising he didn't conclude that
the movies were about outspoken
feminists.
--

ProFemina consists of lesbians
and non-lesbians. We object to
the implicit assumptions that
we'd have no credibility if most
of us were lesbians, whether or
not this is the case. We object to
being called hypocrites, especially
when the accusation is a best
based on misinformation and at
worst based on prejudice and
vindictiveness.
The Members of ProFemina
Editor's note: The Tech's
March 5 story on the LSC protest
stated, 'A lesbian organization
associated with ProFemina
showed an alternativeflm Satusrday night." There was no statement or attributedcomment as to
the nature or content of the fitm.
---

I
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change the result: death." I do
not see what is meant by this remark: the result might be a reason for not calling abortion a
right, but if it is a right why
should it be denied?
Mr. Roberts pointed out that in
the analogy of the violinist, abortion corresponds more to attacking the great man with a sword
than to disconnecting oneself
from him. This, however, is not
an objection to inducing a miscarriage, and to allow this and
only this is a pedantry which I
am sure the "pro-life" lobbies do
not favor.
The other objection is that in
the case of abortion the mother
". . . took upon themselves [hers
self?] the risk and responsibility
of pregnancy and parenthood."
This seems to me to assume a degree of forethought and control
not ordinarily present in human
activities and, as Mr. Roberts admits, is complete nonsense in the
case of rape, a case which caused
extraordinary misunderstandings.
Far from presupposing (as Mr.
Roberts says) that abortion
would be allowed in the case of
rape, I noted that Mrs. Elliot argued against it even then. Her ar--

gument on this point is so unclear to me that I cannot help
feeling that the idea is to discuss
the more usual case and then
state as an afterthought that the
conclusion also applies in the
case of rape.
A third communication failure
is revealed by Mr. Roberts' talk
of sentencing a child conceived
through rape to death. I do not
propose this any more than I
would propose sentencing the
violinist to death because his supporters used illegal means to preserve his life. The question is
whether the victim of rape should
be sentenced to a further burden,
namely that of carrying and providing for an unwanted child.
Jorgen Harmse G
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foundations

ing that it is not. Indeed, Mr. Roberts' reply is largely devoted to
my discussion of this question.
He repeated the standard rebuttal of the viability argument,
suggesting that if a fetus is not
human until it is viable outside
its mother then a man on a dialysis machine is not human either.
This ignores both the distinction
between a woman and a dialylis
machi'ne (which was mentioned in
my letter), namely that the latter
has no rights or feelings, and the
fact that my purpose in discussing the analogy of a man forcibly
connected to a famous violinist
to provide vital functions was to
show that abortion should be
permitted, even if a fetus does
have the same rights as any other
human being. I do not see what
point Mr. Roberts thinks I have
missed here: it seems to me that
he has misunderstood the anaiogy (not mine, incidentally) of
the violinist.
Mr. Ro:berts appears to have
three things to say about this
analogy: one incidental remark
and two objections to the comparison with abortion.
He says of abortion that "Even
calling it a 'right' does not

Profemina did not showv
a pornographic movie
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Spectacular opening to Early Music Festive
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stunning, precision and clarity of enunciafioqn endowing the hypnotically-flowing essay in onomatopoeia with mesmerizing
strength; spirits emerge to threaten as Agilea is ensnared in music which;` for the
moment, insists that Medea reign supreme.
Medea's final desperate ruse is to preseroso, ed il Moderstoe, performed by Bans
~~~chetto M~usicale under Martin Pearlman, tend to forgive her rival, with the intention
of quietly poisoning her lover instead. The
Jordan Hall, June 2.
words of forgiveness are smooth, too"In seeing, touching, tasting, we reach
through the sensation to an object, to a smooth to hide the illdisguised hatred
~~~thing," writes Victor Zuckerkandt in which Armstrong masterfully presents:
Latent under every breath in the presence
Sound and Symbol.
of Agilea, fully emergent and sinister in a
"Tdone is the only sensation not
rendition of Uno' Modri; ma vendicata
that of a thing. In the case of color,
that dances with danger; Armstrong's colhardness, odor, we ask, What is it
oration here was particularly remarkable.
that possesses the color, the hardness, the odor ... ? Sensations are
Her presence on stage was striking, and
the drama in action as well as voice dissiour answer to the world as given.
Seeinlg, touching, smelling, tasting,
pated the static atmosphere which at times
might otherwise have stultified the producwe respond to its physicality, its mation.
teriality.... Because music exists,
the tangible and visible cannot be
Other performances were all solid. Juthe whole of the given world. The
dith Nelson's Agilea was spirited; her first
Handel's Teseo condwced and directed by
Nicholas Mc~egan, htighifthts-th Boston
~~~~Early AMusic Fesival;reviewed on May 30;,
two further performances tonight and tomorrow at 8pm at-the BRoston College Theatre Arts Center (at the end of the '5B"
Green Line); Handel's IAlegro, 1 Pen-

intangible' and invisible is itself a

aria, E pur' bello was freshly sung while

~~~~part of this world, something we en~~~~counter, something to which we re-

Deh serbate which follows closely behind,
came across as an open outpouring of
quintessentially Handelian depth and
beauty. Supported by a pensive oboe accompaniment, Nelson also brought a Mozartean smile to lead her audience to find
rapture in sorrow and terror. Her Vieni,
torna 1dolo mio was the essence of gentleness and sweetness, while Amarti io si vorrei was profoundly moving.
Teseo, the object of- Medea's desire and
Agilea's love, was sung by Randall Wong,
not a counter-tenor but a sopranist, with a
voice hard to distinguish from that of a female soprano; probably the closest we can
get to a castrato sound without the performance of certain unpleasant surgical operations. If we are persuaded by the Jungian
observation that every man has an unconscious feminine side to his personality,
then the soprano voice becomes a-,logical
medium to convey the -very soft emotional life" Jung attributed to men.
The lulling lute and easy naturalness of
Wong's voice allowed Teseo's declaration
of love, Quanto che a me sian' care to be
uninhibited and therefore convincing.
Christine Armistead and Drew Minter
were a well-balanced pair for the parts of
Clitia and Arcane - another couple of
lovers on hand to provide added diversion.
Armistead made Clitia quite a tease with
the racy number Ti credo si ben'Imio;
Minter's Arcane provided a purely passionate response in Ah cruda Gelosia.
{Please turn to page 10)
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~~Teseo, completed towards the end of
~~~1712, 39 years earlier, is clearly a less ma-
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Music, in Zuckerkandl'e eye, opens the
door to that which is intangible but essential; it "pierces to the core of the phenomenon." There are two composers in
whose wor-k we see this transcendent quality of music most compellingly illumin ated: One is Mozart, the other Handel.
When we listen to M~ozart's characters
we do not merely sense them; we become
one with them. As Guglielmo overcomes
Dorabella in R core vsi donor as Cherubino
reveals his yearnings in Voi che sapete, as
the Countess reflects wistfully on a seemingly lost past in Dove sono, never letting
a hopeful C major displace the insecurity
of the mournful C minor, we cease to be
mere observers: We become participants in
a drama whose truth- elusive though it
~~may seem in image, action, or word -is
~~~fathomed through tones which cannot lie.
50~Sit is with Handel's greatest -characters. Among the more telling of Hlandel's
,,later works one may pick out Jephtha
which recounts the Old Testament story of
the warrior who, having promised to sacrifice whomever he sees first o;n returning
from battle, encounters first his daughter.
The depth of recitatives such as "deeper
and deeper still" and "Hside then those
hated beams" cannot be surpassed: The
listener is necessarily disturbed by the allencompassing anguish from which he cannot escape.

I

ture work. It was conceived as a "magic"
opera, complete with elaborate scenery
~and machinery, in the hope of repeating
the success of Rinaldo the previous year. It
is in many -ways structurally clumsy, which
~~~makes for periods of looseness in dramatic
flow; character studies are, nonetheless
~~~penetrating, and none more so than that
of Medea.
.
~~~~Perhaps the power of this role inspired
Nancy Armstrong -to a, performance -of
both brilliance and depth. Medea, like
Mozart's Queen of the Night, is no stock
character of "simple' evil; there are many
hues to her darkness and, although by
opera's end there is little light remaining in
her, there is a humanity to her condition
which grabs our attention: Medea has,
after all, beerf reduced, to bitterness by
failures of love; she is, furthermore, rover
to get Teseo, whom she craves.
When first we meet her we could well be
in the regal presence of Mozart's Countess. Armstrong's Dolce riposo was indeed
thoughtful; nobility of voice, purity of
tone evoked sympathy more than alarm.
it takes only a few more pages, however,
for Medea to totally lose control. For Ira,
sdegto, e furore Armstrong laid on a dis· play of superb vocal control to deliver the
maximum bile from every syllable of bite.
An angry battle in the orchestra marks the
transition from jealousy to resolve. Armstrong's voice reveals the increased danger
~~of focused determination in 0 stringerb
nel' sen'. With a tightly modulated color
-fcrystalline-clear black, she launches
a RciTlativo Orridocon' Stromeknti,"
',Ch ghosts are sununoned to obscure
-aand torment her rival, Agilea. The
'ng aria, Sibillando, Ululando, was

'.' ."
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Top: The newly formed Boston Em-ly
ilid
Festiall Ofhet
ehearsal. The
playing in Handel's Teseo tonight and tormorrow at BostOfl >i - , in the St. Johi
Jordan Hall onf Wednesday anid in.a
-zhooeestral concertin Jordan Hall on Friday.
Bottom Left: Drew Minter as Artcwn and -Christine8Arm'istead ast:litia in Handel's
Top righ~t, Aniner Bijisra, And, bohomvn
s,-Malcolm,- jilson, baroque cello and fort
will give a Beethoven-concertn Jordan
Ili-al
8pm, Fri ay.
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Boston Early Music Festival Events
The Boston Early Music Festival Exhibition opens tomorrow at The Castle and the
Boston Park Plaza Hotel, Columbus Ave and Arlington St. Musical instruments,
books, rare printed manuscripts, and recordings will be on display 12.30 - 6pm
- through Saturday and I - 6pm on Sunday. Some highlights of fhefestival are listed
elow. Forfurther information call 262-1240.

Today

Friday

8 pm Handel's Teseo will be performed
at the Boston College Theatre Arts
Center; Handelian scholar Winton
Dean will precede the performance with
a lecture on "Handel's Opera Today" at
6:30.

8pm Anner Bijlsma and MdeAakf
son give a Beethoven reel
ncello and fortepiano. - j~X
11pm The Boston Casmerats presents,
music of the German Renaissance at
the Church of the 'Covenant.

Tuesday
12:30 Exhibition opens.
8pm Trevor Pinnock harpsichord recita of music by Scarlatti and Handel,
Jordan Hall. Final performance of Teseo at Boston College.

Wednesday
8pm Bach's St. John Passion, Jordan
Hall.

Thursday

Saturday
8pm Boston Early Music -Festival Or.
chestra, conducted by Trevor Pinnock,
Jordan HFi.
Ilpm Lute Duos and Monodies, Paul
O'Dette and Jakob Lindberg perform
with Nigel Rogers, First Baptist
Church.

Sunday

8pm A Schultz Celebration, Jordan

3pm Bach's The Art of Fugue, played
by Bernard Laga6,-Old West Church
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mind

ottadter
strikes a'again
Tortoise: Good afternoon, Achilles, what
brings you to this part of the woods?,
Achilles: Why Mr. t., what a pleasant surprise. I was hoping to find you here. Have
you heard? Dr. Hofstadter has done it
again!

Achilles: Well, as a matter of ffact, this new
book includes Dr. H.'s articlles from that
wonderful periodical along wiiith long postscripts with lots of new ideas
Tortoise: And we're even inn it, if that's
really us.

Tortoise: He's moving, to another University again?

Achilles: Why, of course. I'm sure it
couldn't have been any other r way.

'Aehies: No, I mean he has written another fascinating book. It's called Metamagical Themas, and its published by Basic Books for only $24.95. There is a
review of it in this issue of The Tech, the
MIT student newspaper. The review says
.t·R MPgic~
aTherms is on everything
formn-artificial intelligence to strategies for
survival in a nuclear age. It's a charming
little book. It is highly recommended by
the. reviewer. As a matter of fact, he suggests that everyone go out and buy it today.

Tortoise: I feel suddenly compelled to tell
yoll that I am telling you that I feel suddenly compelled to tell you that. ..

Tortoise: That sounds' like a good idea,
'but it seems to me that there are only so
many
m
copies in edseence. If every reader
_9
of this conversation tres to buy a copy,
"^smany
of hmhn willo-w that there are œone
0121.
Jd
tte
-,,wiV
.&e -riots in Harvard
< :square. 1-4'uld-detect
and rush to get my
- copy before everyone else. But in the interest of cooperation, I think I will wait and
not buy my copy yet.
£

Achilles: But assuming that everyone is as
rational as you are, then nobody will buy
a single copy!
Tortoise: Oh, my! This is simply too
strange!

Achilles: That sentence doesn't seem
strange to me.

,

Achilles: Are you feeling well?
Tortoise: Why yes. I'm feeling better now.
Achilles: Do you realize that most of the
people reading this are graduating today?
Tortoise: Graduating? From what?
Achilles It's'not 'what,' but 'where.' And
'where' is MIT.
Tortoise: Oh? Didn't Dr. H. spend some
time there working on his Seek Whence
project?
Achilles: Why, yes, he did! As a matter of
fact,
he spends a lot of time talking about

Seek Whence and thinking about analogies
in Metamagical Themas.
Tortoise: Well, that's rather like Lee Iacocca talking about bailouts or Casper
Weinberger talking about nuclear weapons
or Mickey Mouse talking about animation, or. . .
Achilles: OK, O K. We get the message.
nr
nrnpc
ThnrtnicpI vull
buJ;>
.
SSmAt.
uc

meant

H. talk about the
at
all in this new
COPYCAT project
book?

Achilles: I think that there is simply a defect in your logic.

Achilles: Does Dr. H. talk about the
COPYCAT project at all in this new
book?

Tortoise: Are we in this new book?

Tortoise: Huh?

Achilles: Of course, Mr. T.. But it depends on what you mean by 'we.' I mean,
I think 'we' are in his book, but that
Achilles and that Mr. T. were invented by
Dr. H. . You and l are here courtesy f the
author of this bomo review, this discussion,
this statement, this sentence, this phrase,
and this 'this'.

Achilles: Huh?

Tortoise: Now wait a minute. I am here
because-I-decided to out for a walk and
accidentally happened to stop and talk to
you.

Achilles: But that is exactly what he wanted you to do. Your free will is more like
free won't. You think you're doing exactly
what you want. Actually, you've played
right into his hands. He wanted an -indirect
-way to say that Hofstadter's new book is
full of ideas on self-reference, statistically
emergent intellegence, thoughts on the
Prisoner's Dilemma, and other thoughts
on rationality and the nature of thought.
Tortoise: You mea there are thoughts on
thoughts?

Tortoise: What are you. .
Achilles: What are you . .
Tortoise: Now stop that. That's not what
the COPYCAT project is about. It's all
about analogies. It addresses the question
of how to abstract the essence of a pattern
from an example. It is an extension of the
Seek Whence project.
Achilles: As a matter of fact, he talks all
about it.
Tortoise: I'm- intrigued. Dr. H. has done it
again.

Achilles: You mean he's moving to another
university again?
Tortoise: Huh? Sometimes you are such a
heel.

Achilles: Yes, along with thoughts on
thoughts on thoughts and thoughts on
thoughts on thoughts on thoughts, and. . .

Achilles: Well, Mr. T., I think that I
should be movin on. I was just on my
way home to write a letter to my congressman. I have decided to cooperate, and do
my share to end th arm race.

Tortoise: Enough! Seems to me that I've
read all about that stuff in Scdentiflc
American.

Tortoise: Have fun. I'm going home to
take a napScott X. Chad
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Chamber Music Society

gives end-of-term
concert
MIT Chamber Music Sbeiety, Thursday
May 9, in the Sala'de Puerto Rico.
The third Chamber Music Society recital
this spring evening opened with Schubert's
,Piano Variations op.-- 35, played by Mark
of the works, as a rule strongly vertical.
Moskowitz' emphasis on the silhouette Culotta '85 and Ella Atkins '88. There was
is reflected in Judith Shea's method of cre- a nice dialogue between the two pianists in
the beginning and a few of the more pasatigg, sculpture. The metal is molded on
fabrics and cast- or bent to surround hol- sionate variations were well-played. But
overall, the music did not attain the poetic
low volumes.
tone,
the humor and the lyricism present
ABl her works on, display are at least
even
in
Schubert's smallest pieces.
vaguely figurative; some refer explicitly to
The
short
Tribfsor Clarinet, Cello and
aspects of human relationships. For Mom
Piano
by
Brahms fared much better. The
depicts a baby lying against a mother
three instrumentalists were in concert from
formed as a contorted bronze cylinder. In
beginning to endi each aware of the colorHe and She, a female figure is seen lying
in a man's coat.
ation his instrument brought to the piece.
Invariably, the figures lack heads, arms The phrasing was very good.
Bertha Chang '88 and Una Hwang '88
and feet, thus evoking ancient sculptures
surviving in fragments. Standing There, followed with Mozart's Piano Sonata in C,
for instance, reminds one of the kore fig- KX521. It was a delight'to listen to them.
ures from Archaic Greece.
There were a few audible teclhincaldifficulIt is fortunate that, both in Shea's work ties, especially in the ascending scales. But
and in that of Moskowitz, such affinities, the tone was crisp, assured, the music full
exist; in fact, the opportunity to sort them of zest. The two pianists understood each
other very well, and stayed, together easily
out largely exhausts the pleasure provided
by the exhibition. Apart from that, I am both in the technical aspects of the music
afraid it suffers too much from that prob- and in the spirit they wanted to convey.
lem of all art extolling austerity of expresOne was left wishinfg to-hear more.
The flute of Caroline Hoemann G had a
sion and purity of form: it requires associbeautiful
tone in Fauri's Fantasyfor Flute
ative powers of Tetazoic proportions to
bring it to life.
and Piano op.79. The piano accompaniment by Ike Chang '8B was equally good.
Schubert's famous Lebensslurn e was
Differences: On Representation and Sex- much less ethereal than Faure's fantasy. It
uality is both more puzzling and more in- opened with a few rhythmical chords that
teresting. Originally presented at the New reoccurred, hauntingly, throughout the
Museum of Contemporary Art in New piece. Susie Lee '88 and Ondria Jaffe '85
York, the exhibition is now on view (in a gave much of their enthusiasm and feeling
somewhat condensed form)- in the Refer- to the forte of these Hi
:There were
enee Gallery.
some problems with the baiaince between
The avowed purpose of the show is to the two pianists, as -the: 1owe'r' registers
address the relation between sexuality, ,tennded to overwhelm the melody in the upmeaning and language as it'appears in the per ones. Only when the melody shifted to
visual arts, against the background of re- the lower keys did -the struggle resolve.
cent work in psychoanalytic theory, in par- The bass notes touched one with their ne\w,
ticular that of Lacan. Frankly, I did-not re- unexpected expression.
alize this intention until I read the
The program ended with, Dvorak's Picatalogue (which, incidentally, is a very in- ano Quintet in E Flat Major op.87.
teresting one). Still, the exhibits are worth- Chung-Pei Ma '88 played the vtiolin, Sheila
while.
Davis '85 the viola, Jaimes Outier '85 was
Most are photographic collages, somez the cellist, Monty McGoverM the pianist.
accompanied by text. There is a sense of The tone of the group,.ing b1deatiful (one
ambiguity to almost all of them. The re- didn't hear a single harshness in the
sult stimulates senses and intellect alike, ir- strings), the control and depth with which
respective of any higher meaning intended.
the music was rendered was impressive.
Michiel Bos
Jacqueline Gottlieb

e

I

Moskowitz/Shea exhibition austereRobert Moskowitz: Recent Paintings and
Pastels; Judith Shea: Recent Sculptures, at
the Hayden Gallery. Differences: On Representation and Sexuality, at the Reference Gallery. Arts & Media Technology
Building (E15), through June 23.
In recent years a new spirit has come to
animate the visual arts. The excellent Currents exhibitions at Boston's Institute of
Contemporary Art, for instance, or (somewhat further away) this year's Biennial at
the Whitney in New York sum up the new
tendencies in an impressive way. They attest to a new interest in elaborate communicatiorn, supported by a sense of exuberant color, of complex, figurative forms
and meaningful connotations which for
many years seemed all but lost in the
mainstream of modern art.
MIT's Hayden Gallery, however, in its
second exhibition after its relocation to

Arts & Media, features two artists whose
recent work is still firmly rooted in Minimaiist aesthetics. While probably neither
Robert Moskowitz' paintings nor Judith
Shea's metal sculptures could be termed
Minimalist in the strict sense of the word,
a commitment to a common cause is unmistakable.
Moskowitz paints silhouettes of familiar
objects against essentially monotonous
backgrounds. His subjects are taken both
from art (Rodin's Thinker, Brancusi's
Bird, Giacometti) and reality (a lighthouse, aln iceberg, the World Trade Center), and sometimes from both (the Bowler,,in which the profile of the well-known
Discus-Thrower can be recognized).
The scale of these works is remarkable.
Each single motive is put on a huge canvas, in what seems an attempt to blow up
its existence to monumental proportions.
The effect is enhanced by the orientation

Hand el
(Continued from page 8)
Nicholas McGegan conducted the newly
formed Boston Early Music Festival Orchestra, producing a crisp sound ideal to
Handel. Instrumental voices were well defined, but the whole was sharply coordinated and pleasing. Tensions in the drama
were exploited to maximum psychological
effect, aided by a close relationship with
the singers.
McGegan made the evening a long one
by presenting the full original text, its less
inspired sections along with its measures
of genius; at times this became tiring. But,
McGegan's attempt to faithfully reproduce
the original production also provided stylized (ad absurdum) costumes and scenery
to provide an intriguing glimpse of what
Handel's patrons might have witnessed at
the Queen's Theatre, Haymarket.
Clever effects transport us to Heaven
and Hell, characters descend out of the
skies, furies dance, and a 'Horrid Monster" (Gale Ormiston) turns up to entertain. But, most importantly, the music was

groups, giving the ensemble the body as
well as precision needed to give substance
to the imagery of this work. The warmth
of Daniel Stepner's baroque violin playing
complemented the clarity of Martin Pearlman's harpsichord, and there was -other
wonderful solo work as well.
The discovery of the evening was Sharon
Baker, a soprano with a bright and attractive voice well-cast for L'allegro and an interesting foil to the more mature sound of
Nancy Armstrong in II Penseroso. Among
many enjoyable arias, her "And ever
against eating cares" was particularly delightful.
Narncy Armstrong, meanwhile, appearing in the middle of her Teseo performances, was still on top form; her rendition of "Sweet bird, that shun'st the noise
of folly" was idyllic and made the more so
by the inspired baroque flute playing simple and direct - of Christopher
Krueger, highlighted by a gossamer lightness and sensitivity in the strings.
James Maddelena provided an evocative

Fascinating plasma sculpture
at the Compton Gallery

magical: The audience experienced the rebirth ot a work too-long neglected and
Handelian melodies which we may hum
less readily than those of Verdi, but which
strike the subconscious with a power none
other than Mozart was ever to achieve
again.
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Yesterday afternoon Banchetto Musicale
presented Handel's L'Allegro, il Penseroso, ed it Modcrato in Jordan Hall. The
texts of L'Allegro and N Penseroso were
written in 1631 by John Milton. "The first
of these poems," writes Martin Pearlman
in a program note, "depicts the joys of the
active, or extroverted life, the second the
joys of the contemplative, or introverted
life." Charles Jennens, librettist for Messiah, adapted Milton's work for Handel's
use, and also added a third section, II Moy
derato "representing the-golden mean between L'Allegro and II Wseroso.
Banchetto provided a lively performance; their brand of 'original sound" is

alter than that of some early music

baritone voice which went especally well
when matched against the chorus; his aria
on the theme "Mirth, admit me of thy
crew!" got off to a rollicking start, and
was nicely accompanied by Jean Rife on
natural horn.
Sergio Pelacani, counter-tenor was disappointing: his diction was muddy, and
not on a par with the other singers. Frank
Kelley, the tenor, did not always show the
strongest of voices, but provided the most
touching of endings to n Moderato, in
duet with Sharon Baker. The soft, contemplative nature of this conclusion brings to
question whether Handel was content to
settle on "moderation' at all: This is the
only duet of the work, and it combines a
personal, human side with intellectual reflection. Rather than having arrived at a
"mean," we had been taken from thesis
through antithesis to a synthesis, not an
average of, but greater than the sum of the
parts, representing a new harmony to transcend the old differences.
;onathan Richmond

Expanded Vision, an exhibit at the Compbody provides an electrical ground).
ton Gallery (10-150). Monday-Friday,.9 am
The Compton y:4eiy-;ontains about a
to 5 pm; Saturday, 10 am to 4 pm. Now dozen plasma sculotures stinding in darkthrough October.
ened rooms, so' that there k-fittlk
reflection
It's all based.on plasma physics, but you from the glass and the pra
*trns of light
don't need Maxwell's equations. You can seem to be suspended in space. The highalso ignore the obscure, stuffy statements voltage circuitry is vwii l-idden; 'ntothing
about "kineticism" on the plaque -at the distracts you from the ;o-lqating display.
gallery entrance. The beauty of plasma -You can just., watch-, ilkh
urrents, which
sculptures is-qasy to enjoy. They are tech- may look like rippling water or like a tannological' devices, but they appeal to a
gle of silvery hair whipCpIing back and
simple, childlike sense of wonder at na- forth. Or you can interact with them,
ture.
touching the glass aiid turning knobs
Plasma 'sculpture," invented. by Bill which change the wa the patterns moveParker '74, is not sculpture in any usual
Plasma is an unfatmiiar substance, yet
sense. It is best described as controlled the flickering bolts'.of light in a plasma
lightning, A plasma sculpture is a hands sculpture are often rmin scent of-familiar
blown glass form, usually a sphere or phenomena in nature, engaging and tantatube, containing a mixture of noble gases.
lizing the imagination' Some resemble
High-voltage, high-frequency signals ion- boiling cauldrons of red tentacles or coloize the gas and drive currents through it,
nies of lost searchlights; the soft green tenand the paths of the current glow with drils of another sculpture look like sealight emitted by excited atoms. The sculpweed drifting on the tide. The bulb at the
ture appears to be filled with threads of center of the spherical..sculptures, which
light wandering across the face of the broadcasts the,
high-frequency discharge,
glass. The color and appearance of the often brings to mind an eyeball covered
light vary from one sculpture to another, with blood vessels or the stormy surface of
depending on the composition of the gas a star.
mixture and the programming of the sigBoth students and visitors should be
nal generator. Touching the glasssis safe,
sure to see this-rexhibit. I -hope MIT keeps
and spectacular, since it causes the strands
at least one plasmasA; lptuic permanently.
of light to cluster at your fingers (your'
- Katiee SedhWarz
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"I like hands-on responsibility. If it works, Qive
me the credit. 1f it doesndt,-1'll take thera"p."

_

fromnnIACOCCA

Over the years, the American
public has lost a great deal of
confidence in government and
business. They've been betrayed
by politicians, appalled by the results of the Grace Cornissionand
victimized by mismanagement.
Despite all this, their values are
stronger than ever and they refuse to settle for- less than the
best. These very same values distinguish Lee lacocca, President
and C.E.O. of Chrysler Corporation. Considered father of the
Mustang and once president of
Ford Motor Company, his success
is based on common sense, perseverance and pride. His story is
extraordinary. When he was dismissed by Ford he took charge of
Chrysler, unaware that bankruptcy was nipping at his heels. Re-
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lentlessly, he pursued Senate
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Committees for funding and paersuaded everyone to do what
was needed to keep the company alive. Today, Chrysler is
more competitive- and successful
than ever before. Iacocca's
achievements are remarkable, his
style and attitude internstionally
respected and his values a symbol of itegrity. He has restored
more than a viable corporation
to the marketplace, he has restored confidence to the American public.
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Provost and opponents debate SDI policy
whether the net result would be a
chilling effect on open discussion.
We are pleased that Low has
clarified the Institute's position
- both at the May faculty meeting and in his letter. Accordingly,
we- modified our petition. Over
three-quarters of the 700 signatures we collected were on the revised petition. We regret any misunderstanding our statements
may have caused.
Nevertheless, our fundamental
concerns remain. To create an atmosphere of open discussion, we
feel the Administration must go
beyond, reaffirming the right of
faculty and staff members to express their personal views, citing
their institutional affiliation. The
administration should actively
promote public discussion of
controvertial issues, including
SD:I funding at MIT, which may
have great bearing on the future
of the Institute.
W~e understand the reluctance
of some high MIT officials to
make statements on this subject
because of the conviction that
MIT's name should not be used
for partisan political purposes.
We share this conviction, and it
forms the basis of our position
that MXIT has the right and the
dutty to try to prevent DOD officials from using the Institute's
prestige to further their political
agenda: to increase federal funding of SDI by 166 percent in the
next fiscal year.
Flow can MIT avoid being politically manipulated? In the
short-run, MIT should - medipately, rse.,Ourconvys, it hris-i
over 9DI funding tactics in an official policy statement. To incorporate 'diverse v iews into this
statement, the Institute should
solicit comments from all interested members of MIT in an appropriate university forum.
While we believe the Technology
and Culture Seminars on various
aspects of SDI planned for next
fall will make an-important and
valuable contribution to the discussion at MIT, we do not feel
that these seminars can take the
place of an official MIT policy
position. Furthermore, the,; fall
will be too late;- DOD- officials
and Congress are acting now on
proposals to fund a new and controversial $100 million SDI research program, andMIT's- name
is being misused in the process.
This should not be permiitted.
The provost did not. comment
on our earlier request that MIT
publish informationn on the oncampus and Lincoln Laboratory
-- -

(Continuedfrom page 6)
research projects whose funding
source has been or will be shifted
to SDI. Publication wil greatly
facilitate an open and educated
discussion of the effects of "Star
Wars" funding at the Institute.
We hope the Administration will
grant our request.
In the long-run, MIT should
formulate a policy to deal with
the potential impacts of greater
reliance on SDI funds on university research and educational
programs. For instance, Low
agreed with our original argument that mission-oriented programs, such as SDI, may result in
sponsorship of narrow areas of
research at the expense of "irrelevant" disciplines (such as the life
sciences). However, he did not indicate how MIT will respond if
money is reduced for research in
these "irrelevant" fields on campus. Does MIT plan to make a
special effort to secure funds for
these fields? These and other
problematic issues should be
dealt with in a formal university
policy statement.
We do not wish MIT to stand
alone among major research universities in objecting to SDI research funding tactics. Consequently, we repeat our request
that President Paul E: Gray '54
immediately initiate a meeting
with these universities to discuss
how SDI will affect their research
and educational programs. A
goal of the meeting -should be to
produce a public document
which outlines areas of concern
and possible .courses of actionwhich universities can take in responding to their concerns. Because we feel an open exploration
of these issues is so important,
we will be writing to the presidents of potentially affected research universities to urge them
to initiate or participate in such a
conference.
In closing, we again would like
to thank Low for replying to our
first letter. It is gratifying to learn
that senior members of the- administration share our concerns
over the SDI program. We hope
that the incoming provost, Dean
of Science John M. Deutch '61,
will continue to encourage open
discussion on campus of these
and related issues involving the
effects of DOD funding on the
MIVIT academic environment.
Robin Wagner G
Erik Devereux '85
'84-'85 Student Representatives
to the Faculty Commiltee.son
Educational Policy
Contmnuous

ijY

i

News Service
Since 1881
V.lume

Jonathan Weil G
Student Disarmament Study
Group
Editor's note: Student Disarmament Study Group member
and Tech columnist Scott R. Saleska '86 appended this comment
to Wagner, Devereux and Weil's
letter.
I concur completely with the
response of Wagner, Devereux,
and Weil- to Provost Francis E.
Low's letter. I feel there is one
point, however, which was not
squarely addressed in that letter.
This point concerns the problems
of maintaining academic freedom
in a world of heavily vested political interests. In order to honestly address the issue of academic freedom we have to face
up to the fact that MIT is a political entity in a political world.
Low asserts - correctly, I believe - that "the same tradition
of academic freedom that permits
professors to take public positions on public issues also permits them to work on research
projects of their choice." He does
not seem to acknowledge, however, that academic freedom is nei-
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ples of MIT taking political
stands to uphold certain principles.
I am not saying such decisions
will necessarily be easy - only
that they are unavoidable ones
for an educational institution.
My personal view is that in the
instance of the SDI program, the
obligation to speak out is particularly strong. As Wagner el al.
hate pointed out, MIT is being
publicly manipulated -to further
the goals of the DOD - goals
which in this case will place constrainats on research funds and
thereby threaten academic freedom at MIT.
Let us give these difficult questions the serious consideration
they deserve. Further, let Us not
be squeamish about making po-.
litical decisions because we still
believe the fantasy that scientific
research is somehow an apolitical
pursuit which takes place off in
some value-free Platonic heaven
where any scientist can do whatever he or she wishes. Wive are all
sufficiently capable, I believe, of
dealing with the political realities
of the real world without hiding
behind such naive illusions.

to the Graduates of
the MOIST.
I Class of 1985

>Ml;

Atw

ther established nor maintainled
by simply proclaiming it. An
educational institution abrogates
its responsibility to academic
freedom if it merely responds
passively to external funding
sources. It must also act vigorously to make diverse funding
available. It is possible, of
course, for MIT to do nothing,
and accept uncritically the research priorities defined by those
in power. But we must recognize
that by doing so MIT is making a
political judgment which places
externally imposed priorities
above internal principles. We
cannot be so naive as to fail to
recognize it as such.
If, however, we are sincerely
concerned about preserving academic freedom, then we - as an
educational institution committed
to certain principles - are obligated to take political stands as a
matter of policy. In fact, MIT
does this constantly. The Institute's opposition to the NuclearFree Cambridge Act, its non-discrimination and affirmative
action policies, and its active lobbying position on behalf of student financial aid are all exam-
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St. Jude's Novena May the sacred
heart of Jesus, be adored, glorified,
loved & preserved throughout the
world now & forever. Sacred Heart
of Jesus, pray for us. Say this prayer 9 times a day. By the 8th day
your prayer will be answered. it has
never been known to fail. Publication must be promised. My prayers
have been answered. DRL
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I

Open Tues., Thurs. 11 am - 3 pm.
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on7t put your diploma
in the desk drawer!
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PAID STUDY

_1WI!!

SUB I
RE SEARC H
JECTS WANTED:
for studies of mood effects (
recreationally used drugss .
May earn $500 -Afternoon sDrugs to be given and poissible side-effects are di ,Sclosed il advance. Caill
McLean Hospital: 85' 5 2904.
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wIOHN'S BARIBER
SHOP
16 Prospect Street
Central Square
492-2962
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Offer valid June 2 through June 17, 1985
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HARVARD

I

COOPERATIVE

|

COWBO
SHIM S

SOCIETY

annual diploma special at the Harvard CoCp.
$18 Framed Complete includes: museum quality
rag backing and your choice of 3 frame styles.
Saturday Maay 18 through Saturday June 8

N'VI ENGLAND

||s7.50

LEVI

Print department 2nd floor
I /

FFI
r.

3 Great offers in one small package - Ask for
details

any style $e.00
Open 7:30AM - 6:00 ,i
Closed Wednesdays
and Sundays
''

_

When you bring your Kodacolor Vat film in for
developing and printing, you'll automatically
save $1,$2, or $3 depending on the number of
exposures.
In addition, you'll also receive a complete
photo guide to help you take better pictures
FREE! (a 5.95 Value) and coupons for up to $6
in savings on your future photo processing.

HAIRCUTS

L

-

-

Save up to $3 on processing
Get a photo guide to great picture-taking
Coupons for tip to $6 on processing

A,--
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DEE CEE

HARVARD
COOPERATIVE
SOCIETY
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Avoiabb at Harvard Square, M.I.T. Student Center, Chkdren's Medicdl Center and On e Federal St., Bostort HARVARD SQUARE STORE OPEN THIS WEEK: Mobr - Thurs, 920 to 8:30> pm Fri
and Sat. 6/7 and 6/8 9-20 to 5:45. Coop charger Mostegccrd, VIso and anericon Express

Orty avoable at Harvard Square Harvard Square store open Mon-Sat. 920 to 5.45
Thurs. ti 8.30 pm. Coop Charge. Mastercard. Vsa and American Express welcome,

Riding Appiwel, 292 Sorldson St., Boston
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YOUNG PEOPLE
PLEASE ...
We want to help you select
the right car and accessories for you and your
budget. We'll tell you about
leasing, too!
SERVICE?
Miskinis has won virtually
every service award given
by GM in the last three
years.
Pontiacs
Sunbirds
Grand Ams
Fieros
Firebirds

SELECTION?

We have the largest
Buick/Pontiac Inventory
anywhere, and it's
demonstrated by
knowledgeable people.

Buicks
Skyhawks
Skylarks
Somersets

We'll listen to what you
say. Come talk to us.
Because we are the Largest Buickl/Pontiac dealer in
the counts, we hmw voume prices. We tailor

e

financing or lease

to your pocketbook.
sckagz

MISKINIS Buick/Pontiac/isuzu
1000 Main Street/Rte. 28, Bridgewater

Rte. 24 is parallel and just west of us. Dolt know the routes?
Call collect for directions 697-3113 or 580"813.
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A HILLEL SUMMER PROGRAMS GUIDE
THURSDAY, JUNE 13

u,

Coffeehouse with Live Musical Trio
Boston University Hillel, 233 Bay State Road, Boston
7:30 p.m.-9:30 p.m.
Caoi: 26i6i-3880

c

THUlRSDAY, JUNE 20

Gush oa the Charles - food, music, cash bar
Boat departs M.I.T. at 7:30 p.m., returns 9:30 p.m.
Fee: $7:50
Reservations and tickets-available at MIT Hillel
Cal>:253-2982

z

SATURDAY AND SUNDAY, JULY 27 & 28
Tisha
Saturday

T Servic5

W£

night

9:30

p.m.;

Sunday

Mincha

8

p.m.

Harvard Hillel 74 Mt. Auburn St., Cambridge
Coal: 495-46f

THROUGHOUT IUNE, JULY, AND AUGUST

I
I
I

Harvard Law Sc~hool la-B-Que
Every Tzhursday at 6 p.m., beginning June 13
Ldcated at Harvard's North Yard (near Law School)
Bring your own food/Kasher grill available
Calb: 495-46%

I
I

u,
ITI
o

EsEKLY

SEIBBAT SERVICES at Harvard Hillel, 74 Mt. Auburn S~t., Cambridge

-I

Call: 495-4696
Sponsoe

by Metropolitan Outreach of Hillel Council of-Greater Boston

For
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Kappa' Sigma wvins I M1
frisbee -for eighth yeart
minutes left in the WEl But an-

lft Janice lMaftcidava
Kapp&Sigma defeated Phi DelI Theta, 10-6, in the A-league
ta
I-ultimate frisbe finls, marking
Ithe eighth consecutive, year that
IKappa Sig von the A-league title.
The teams played a close con-

I

other series of mistakes allowed
PDT two score. First, a Kappa Sig

defender tipped a PDT end zone

pass into the. hands of the intended receiver, cutting the lead to 43. Careless defensive play left a
PDT man open in the end tone
Itest through the first 20 minutes,
Ithe score tied 4-4 at -the half. two minutes later, making the
Sig took command in the Score 4-4 at the half.
I
Kappa
The second half looked like
half, however, outplaying
second
I
more of the same; as both teams
to win easily.
PDT
I
The first score of the game continued to play carelessly, misscharacterized the play: PDT mis- ing throws repeatedly. Kappa Sig
still seemed to be almost alone-on
Itakes resulted in a Kappa Sig
the field at times, however, outscore within the first minute.
The teams appeared evenly distancing the PDT defense to
though, when two min- score on a strong drive two minmatched,
I
utes into the half.
Iutes later, PDT evened the score
A Kappa Sig defender again
Kappa Sig dropped an exafter
E
tremely
catchable pass in the end tipped a PDT pass to another
t
PDT player, leading to a tic
2zone.
Despite some careless plays, score.
Kappa Sig finally decided that
fKappa Sig managed to score
.aagain two minutes later, Freshi- it was time to get down to serious
rman Daryl Habberstad, playing play. Captain Keith Daly '85 proaanother fine game, stole the fris- vided the motivation, getting supbbee twice to keep the drive going. port from the teams' four other
A succession of mistakes and seniors: Richard Corkran, Raty
nmissed scoring opportunities for Lizotte, Kevin Moore and Mark
bboth teams ensued during the Schlueter.
The game was basically over
nnext five minutes. PDT missed

for PDT, from this point. The

t]three passes in the end zone, but
11
the biggest blunder came when a
IK
Kappa Sig player threw the frisk
bbee at a PDT player, who caught
itit on the rebound and scored,
el.evening it up at 2-2.
Team play was minimal, but
xKappa Sig outclassed PDT in
O'
)ne-on-one matchups. HabberSt
;tad and Kevin Verhage '87 manuifactured
"
the drive, leading to an
et,.,asy score at 12 minutes.
Inability to coordinate the indlividual players proved costly,
d.hough, as Kappa Sig could not
S(
;core on a PDT turnover IO0
Y"
lards from the end zone. Again a
Siingle player was able to turn
dhings around, though. The score
C,ame on a leaping, acrobatic
Catch by John Travers amid a
crowd of three defenders.
Kappa Sig seemed to be well in
control, with a 4-2 lead and five I

cross-river rivals were simply not
able to keep up with Kappa Sig's.
offensive attack. Chris Corcoran
0 and Eric Park '87 turned in
fine performances for PDT, but
they could not stop the renewed
intensity of Kappa Sig's team effort.
Kappa Sig scored twice to take
the score to 7-5. A last-ditch effort by PDT resulted in their final score of the game. The contest then became an exhibition
for Kappa Sig, which scored
three more times in the game.
The first goal came close on
PDT's score. It was followed by
another one 30 seconds later, and'
a third after another 45 seconds,
yielding'a final tally of 10-6.

Tech photo by Henry VWu

Kappa Sigma's Joe DeRosa '86 makes a defensive play against Phi Delta Theta in the Aleague ultimate Frisbee finals.

Fivewg IWITathletes, receive awvards
at Institute A~wards Convocation
Peterson, who captured the
one- and three-meter diving titles
at the New England Division III
Championships and finished sixth
in the three-meter competition at
the NCAA Division III Championships, was given the Betsy
Sch-umacker Award as MIT's top
female athlete.
Tennis standout Shields received two awards -the PewterBowl Award for inspiration and
leadership in women's 'athletics
and the Malcolm G. Kispert
Award as the top female scholarathlete.
Shields not only was women's
tennis -team captain and most
valuable player, but she compiled
a 4.5 grade-point-average in aeronautics and astronautics.
Football and lacrosse co-captain Mike Ambrogi -8$ and track
co-captain Rton Smith '85 Jointly

By M~ardn D~ickstu
Track star. Patrice Parris '85
was one of five athletes honored
at the Awards Convocation held
May 8. Ron Smith '85,, Lori Peterson '85, Lisa Shields '85, and
Mike Ambrogi '85 also received
awards at the convocation.
Parris won the 35-lb weight
throw at the NCAA Division III
Indoor Track and Field Championships and fiaished fourth at
the IC4A Championships at Princeton. For his efforts, Parris was
awarded The Class of 1948
Award as MIT's top senior male
athlete.
Parris also received the Malcolm Gi.-Kispert Award, given to
the top male scholar-athlete. Parris had a 4.7 grade-poinlt-avera'ge
as a double ,ma*' in electrical
engineinng and physics.

received the Admiral Edward L.
Cochrane Award for leadership
and inspiration to teammates.
In addition to these awards,
eleven athletes received Straight
IT" Awards for outstanding performance in regional and national competition. The award winners are:
Fencers Russell Holtz '85 and
Linda Ystueta '88; swimmers
Andy Rtenshaw '85, Clark Dorman '87, and Lori Peterson '85;
track weikhtmen Parris and Greg
Procopio '85; pistol captain Jerry
Martin '86; rifleman Cliff Eskey
'85; and volleyball veteran Anella
Munro '85.
The women' volleyball team
also received a Straight " T"
Award for its second-place finish
at the NCAA Division III Championships in December. The
squad is the first group to be so
recognized.
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Authentic Cantonese. Cuisine
OrdeOrs, to.Take,Out
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Antarctic Engineer group
Research
studying diving seals'
seeks a full-time -B.S.
and/or M . S. leveli

for~

h~ardwvAre and softwar-e development at
]Massachusetts GenerAl- Hospital and field
work in Antarctic
Peninsula on satellite
transfer of bio-data.
studies to be completed by 3/31/86. Salary
up to $450/week. Apply to Dr. Roger Hill,
726-6141 or 72613030.
I
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electrical engineer,
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"A-Chinese standout in 'ethnic-bazaar".,
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We can arrange allth~edetailsfor .''rparties at-our
restaurant for up to 50- people day' o'r night,.
460-464 Mass. Ave., Centrati cquare, Cambridge Mass-.
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